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A B S T R A C T
A R T I C L E I N F O
Keywords:
 Three-dimensional cellular aggregates can mimic the natural microenvironment of tissues and organs and obtaining
them through controlled and reproducible processes is mandatory for scaling up and implementing drug cytotoxicity
and efficacy tests, as well as tissue engineering protocols. The purpose of this work was to develop and evaluate the
performance of a device with two different geometries fabricated by additive manufacturing. The methodology was
based on casting a microwell array insert using a non-adhesive hydrogel to obtain highly regular microcavities to stan-
dardize spheroid formation and morphology. Spheroids of dental pulp stem cells, bone marrow stromal cells and em-
bryonic stem cells showing high cell viability and average diameters of around 253, 220, and 500 μm, respectively,
were produced using the device with the geometry considered most adequate. The cell aggregates showed sphericity
indexes above 0.9 and regular surfaces (solidity index higher than 0.96). Around 1000 spheroids could be produced in
a standard six-well plate. Overall, these results show that this method facilitates obtaining a large number of uniform,
viable spheroids with pre-specified average diameters and through a low-cost and reproducible process for amyriad of
applications.
3D cell culture
Cell spheroid
3D cell model
Stem cells
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Microwell array
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1. Introduction

Stem cell culture in two-dimensional environments has been exten-
sively used and as such have become a standard procedure. It allows
for the expansion of multi and pluripotent stem cells in vitro for differ-
ent research and therapeutic purposes. However, 2D cell culture
models are considered highly artificial since the native cell physiology
and behavior can be significantly altered, not reflecting in vivo cell be-
havior [1–3]. Three-dimensional (3D) cellular aggregates can more ef-
fectively mimic the natural microenvironment of tissues and organs
than 2D cell cultures, thus consisting of a feasible alternative for
many purposes.

Drug efficacy tests [4–7] and cytotoxicity trials [8–11] have been cur-
rently performed using 3D models due to the differences in drug response
between 2D and 3D cell models. The 3D cell culture systems present higher
treatment resistance,more effectively reflecting the conditions of native tis-
sues in comparison with conventional 2D monolayer models [2]. In addi-
tion, 3D models are also used to mimic different types of pathologies with
December 2021; Accepted 22 Jan
great fidelity, consisting of a valuable tool to elucidate their mechanisms
[12,13].

More recently, tissue engineering and biofabrication [14–16], and
lately, bioprinting [17–19], have been applying in vitro 3D model aggre-
gates as an alternative to cells in suspension. Frequently, stem cells spher-
oids are employed after a differentiation process to obtain the desired
tissue, but spheroids obtained from primary progenitor cells of specific
health tissues have also been used. Both 3D cell model approaches hold
great potential for generating complex tissue-like constructs with advanced
maturation state, capable of offering better regenerative properties, and
their use has been increasing over the last twenty years [20,21]. As a result,
several constructs have been produced using different spheroid-loaded
bioprinting techniques, as recently reviewed by Mota et al. [18], such as
cardiac patches, large single vessels, vessels with simple branching, nerve
guides, salivary and thyroid glands, among others.

However, all those fields demand large quantities of 3D cell aggregates
highly uniform in size and geometry, specifically when considering high-
throughput applications [22–24], in vivo screening of compounds [25], en-
gineering highly-complex tissue constructs [26], and use in preclinical trials
[27,28].
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To meet this demand, a set of spheroid characteristics should be strictly
controlled [29]. Themost relevant variables to control are cell aggregate di-
mensions and geometry. Based on molecular diffusional limitations, the
larger the spheroid size, the greater the probability of occurrence of hyp-
oxia and restriction of nutrient access by cells located in the innermost re-
gions [30,31]. As the number cell layers increases in a spheroid, so do the
metabolic gradients of oxygen, nutrients and metabolites. In severe condi-
tions, cell necrosis can be detected in the core of the spheroid [32], followed
by the release of toxic residues and proteases from apoptotic cells into the
whole structure, severely reducing the overall spheroid viability. As a useful
guideline, the effectiveness of mass transfer, and consequently, of cell via-
bility, strongly depends on the spheroid size [30,33,34]. Moreover, sub-
stantial impact on the differentiation potential of stem cell spheroids, as
well as their functions and the roles that regulate hMSC fate, can be affected
by these metabolic gradients, as reviewed by Sart et al. [3].

Spheroids need to be highly uniform not only as an alternative to con-
trol with their nutritional andmetabolic gradients, but also because hetero-
geneity in size represents an inherent source of variability regarding
outcomes obtained in many application fields. In case of drug efficacy
and cytotoxicity trials, for instance, large and small aggregates behave dif-
ferently depending on the treatment applied. In spheroids of around 500
μm, a pathophysiological environment typical of solid tumors can be ob-
served, what cannot be noticed in smaller spheroids, of around 300 μm
[31,34]. In case of tissue engineering and biofabrication-related applica-
tions, spheroids may be used as building blocks to construct larger tissues
[17]. Thus, it is essential that size is standardized before the implementa-
tion of a manufacturing technique tomore properly reproduce the architec-
ture of the desired tissue. When bioprinting is considered, the diameter of
the nozzle is selected depending on the spheroid diameter [29]. Spheroids
larger than the nozzle will not be extruded and often will clog the printer's
outlet channel, disturbing the bioprinting process. In another situation,
small spheroids can be easily lost through the meshes of fibrous scaffolds
with large pores, which were designed to hold larger spheroids. Thus,
high uniformity in size and geometry is an essential parameter to control.

Another set of properties to control for refers to spheroid surface charac-
teristics, mostly regarding circularity, roughness, and homogeneity. The
tendency of particle aggregates to form spherical structures minimizes
surface area and free energy in the system [35,36]. In the case of cell aggre-
gates, the formation of spherical structures is favored by spontaneous self-
assembly due to interactions of cell-cell and cell-extracellular matrix inter-
actions. However, the outcome of self-assembly can be greatly improved
depending on the spheroid formation method used. Moreover, when the
spheroid surface is affected, protuberances, appendices and satellite aggre-
gates could develop on it or attach to it, preventing their successful applica-
tion. This is particularly prejudicial in bioprinting processes, since two or
more spheroids can attach to each other and also clog the printer's nozzle
during bioink extrusion.

In the last years, conventional techniques have been used to obtain
spheroids, most of them based on physical stimuli, such as gravity, surface
tension and centrifugal force [37]. More recently, a few methods involving
sophisticated tools and strategies have been used to develop devices that
allow precise control of the properties mentioned above, such as through
the use of bioreactors and microfluidic platforms [38–41]. Bioreactors, in
particular, enable remarkable advantages in terms of scaling up; however,
in them, the diameter dispersion of the spheroids can achieve high values,
as their size is controlled by collisions between cells and stirring parameters
[40]. Microfluidic platforms, on the other hand, enable precise control of
shear stress and fluid elements [41], but scale-up is mostly dependent on
the replication of unitary systems. Finding the ideal balance to obtain
spheroids with controlled diameters in large quantities is a challenging
task that may be possible by the integration of different techniques.

Here, we show the performance of an optimized device developed by
our research group, which integrates additive manufacturing and molding
techniques to create a reusable low-cost microwell array construct for cul-
turing cells in a 3D microenvironment in a highly reproducible way. The
array is produced through the use of a 3D printed rigid mold, which is
2

employed to cast a biocompatible micromolded hydrogel array; this, in
turn, is used as a microwell insert to form spheroids. To validate the versa-
tility of this device in producing uniform and regular human cell spheroids,
two different cell categories were chosen: adult human stem cells (from
dental pulp and bone marrow) and human embryonic cells.

A fewmicrowell array systems useful in the production of spheroids are
already available in the market, such as ultra-low attachment plates, the
Aggrewell system, and commercial hydrogel microwells. However, most
of them are disposable systems and in all these cases the dimensions of
the cavities are previously defined in a pre-fabricated array. With our de-
vice, we aim to provide a simple, reusable and customizable approach to
offer the possibility of having a CAD design to modify the device accord-
ingly to the need of the costumer, as well as to make available a low-cost
methodology to obtain 3D cell models in large quantities for different
in vitro study purposes. Thus, our system can be easily implemented and
modified when necessary in the laboratory routine, consisting in a reliable
in vitro alternative to minimize animal use. To this end, the main objective
of this study was to evaluate the performance of an optimized device to
standardize spheroid time frame formation with controlled geometry and
high viability in vitro.

2. Methods

2.1. Mold device manufacture to obtain the microwell array insert

Themethodology used consists of threemain steps [42], as illustrated in
Fig. 1. The first step (Fig. 1a) refers to the use of a computer-aided design
(CAD) software, in which precise dimensions and geometry are defined
by the user to create a multiple array of micropillars and a cup support.
The 3D model is printed to serve as a rigid template (called herein as
mold device) used to cast a biocompatible hydrogel construct (called
microwell array insert), described in Fig. 1b. In the last step (Fig. 1c), the
cells are seeded in the microwell array and after the aggregation and com-
paction phases, a high number of uniform spheroids can be obtained.

3DCADmodelingwas performedwith the Rhinoceros™ 3D5.0 software
(Robert McNeel and Associates, USA). Two independent parts were de-
signed. The first part consisted of an array containing 164 micropillars;
the second, of an open-bottom cup support with a sealing O-ring to prevent
leakage and to facilitate demolding.

Each micropillar was designed to have a regular bottom-hexagon, with
570 μm side length and 1100 μm major diagonal followed by a top-
hemisphere with 600 μm in diameter (Fig. 1d-e) so as to improve reproduc-
ible and homogeneous spheroid formation. Based on the same micropillar
configuration, two different mold devices were designed, which are hereaf-
ter described as mold devices 1 and 2. Varying the array height (Fig. 1f),
thickness (Fig. 1g), and cup support geometry (Fig. 1h), the mold device
2 was designed to offer higher volumetric capacity (Fig. 1i), so that three
times more culture medium with cells in suspension could be used in com-
parison to mold device 1. The mold devices were manufactured using the
rigid acrylate-based photopolymer Veroclear™ (Stratasys, Israel), by
means of a Polyjet 3D printing technology (Objet Connex 350TM, Stratasys,
Israel) and ultraviolet light for polymer curing.

Once manufactured, the mold device was mechanically cleaned with a
high-pressure water jet and dried with compressed air. Device disinfection
was performed in five steps, starting by washing with neutral 2% Extran™
MA (Merck Millipore, USA) detergent solution for 30 s, followed by wash-
ing with sterile distilled water, ethanol solution (70% v/v) for 5 min and fi-
nally, by rinsing with sterile distilled water. The excess water was removed
with sterile paperwipes. Alternatively, themold devicemay be sterilized by
exposure to ethylene oxide.

2.2. Hydrogel formulations used to produce the microwell arrays by molding

Microwell arrays were manufactured from mold devices 1 and 2 as de-
scribed above, and are hereafter termed microwell arrays 1 and 2, respec-
tively. These microwell arrays were used as inserts of a regular 6-well cell



Fig. 1. Steps for the manufacture of mold devices 1 and 2 and the microwell array insert used to produce stem cell spheroids: a) schematic concept using computer-aided
design and additive manufacturing approaches to produce the designed mold devices; b) solid microwell array insert is manufactured by casting a non-adhesive hydrogel;
c) cell seeding and sedimentation lead to aggregation in spheroids; d-e) dimensional details of the micropillar array geometry, consisting of a hybrid shape made of a
bottom hexagon pyramidal structure (1100 μm major diagonal, 570 μm side length) and a top defined by a semi-sphere (600 μm in diameter). Two CAD models were
designed, in which different parameters were modified to improve mold device 1 and obtain mold device 2, in which: f) height was increased; g) thickness and stability
of the peripheral rim were increased; h) O-ring size was increased; i) volume to perform cell seeding was increased three times, allowing cell suspension dilution.
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culture plate and were produced using sterile ultrapure agarose (Sigma-Al-
drich ref. A9539, lot# 071M0572V, USA) hydrogels, obtained by dissolving
the polysaccharide in either 0.9% NaCl saline solution, PBS or αMEM sup-
plemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) plus 1% penicillin/strepto-
mycin (Pen-Strep) in different temperatures, as summarized in Table 1.

Since the Veroclear™mold cannot be exposed to temperatures above 70
°C, 2 and 3% agarose in 0.9% (w/v) NaCl solutions were prepared at around
90 °C to ensure the complete dissolution of the polysaccharide and after
being cooled to about 60 °C, the agarose solutions were poured into the
mold device. Given thatmany FBS components can be significantly affected
by heating up to 90 °C, this procedure could not be used to formulate aga-
rose solutions in the supplemented culture medium. In this case, the sam-
ples were prepared by dissolving agarose in the culture medium through
heating in a water bath at 56 °C, as this temperature is traditionally used
in FBS heat-inactivation procedures, or at 37 °C, as used in standard stem
cell culture protocols.

After selecting the processing temperature, the agarose concentration
and the solvent to reach the aimed hydrogel mechanical stability, each pre-
pared solutionwas poured into themold devices at room temperature to ac-
quire the desired shape. After 10 min, the flexible molded microwell array
inserts were manually detached from the Veroclear™mold, transferred to a
6-well plate and submerged in culture medium for equilibration. The
microwell array inserts were kept in the incubator (37 °C, 5%CO2) until fur-
ther use.

After demolding, the mold devices were washed using distilled water,
dried with paper tissues, and stored at room temperature. As the mold de-
vice is a reusable system, the 5-step device disinfection process described
in Section 2.1 was repeated every time before manufacturing a new agar
microwell array.

2.3. Analysis of the mechanical properties of the hydrogels and the stability of the
microwell arrays

Themechanical properties of block specimens (cylinderswith 1.6 cmdi-
ameter and 1.4 cmheight) of the hydrogel formulations used to produce the
microwell arrays were assessed by a non-confined compression test until
30% of deformation at 1 mm/s using a 5 N load cell (TX.XTPlus, Texture
Technologies, USA) to determine the most adequate formulation regarding
mechanical resistance and stability to handling.

To analyze the microwell array stability for long periods, the molded
specimens were kept under supplemented culture medium in an incubator
at 37 °C and 5% CO2 for 2, 14 and 30 days. At each time point, 4 indepen-
dent array inserts were inspected by opticalmicroscopy and the dimensions
of the hexagonal shaped microwells (n = 10) were measured using the
Image J software (National Institutes of Health, USA). The regular hexagon
diagonal, side and distance from side to side were determined and com-
pared with those of inserts obtained immediately after demolding (day 0).

2.4. Cell populations tested and 2D culture conditions

Two adult and one embryonic human stem cell lines were used in this
work to analyze the efficiency of the inserts to promote viable and uniform
spheroid formation. Dental pulp stem cells (hDPSCs) from Lonza (PT-5025,
lot 361,150) were kindly supplied by R-Crio Criogenia S. A. (Campinas,
Brazil). Human mesenchymal stromal cells were obtained from the acetab-
ulum of a donor (female, 69 years) who was undergoing total hip replace-
ment surgery and gave informed consent for bone marrow biopsy,
approved by the medical ethical testing commission (METC) of theMedical
Spectrum Twente in Enschede, the Netherlands [43]. Human embryonic
stem cells (hESCs) were obtained from the Masaryk University cell bank,
Czech Republic.

For all experiments, the stem cells were cultured in T-flasks and kept at
37 °C under a 5%CO2 atmosphere in different culturemedia, until reaching
70% confluence. hDPSCs were cultured with minimum essential medium
Eagle (α-MEM, Gibco) supplemented with 10% (v/v) FBS (ref. F0804,
Sigma-Aldrich), 1% (v/v) Pen-Strep solution (Gibco, USA), 2.5 mM L-
4

glutamine (A5006, Sigma-Aldrich), 2.5 mM L-arginine (G8540, Sigma-
Aldrich), sodium bicarbonate (2.2 g/L) and Hepes (2.6 g/L). hMSCs were
cultured with α-MEM with GlutaMAX (Gibco) supplemented with 10%
(v/v) FBS (ref. F7524, Sigma-Aldrich). hESCs were cultured with
mTeSR™1 medium (ref. 85,850, STEMCELL Technologies). For this partic-
ular cell line, Matrigel® (ref 354,277, Corning hESC-qualified Matrix)
was used to coat the T-flasks.

2.5. Cell-seeding in the microwell array insert for spheroid formation

Before use, each agarose microwell array produced was submerged in 3
mL of culture media in a 6-well plate overnight. Then, the culture medium
from the inner part of the arrays was removed and 0.5 mL (array 1) or 1.5
mL (array 2) of hDPSCs suspension were dispensed in the microwell arrays
while ensuring homogeneous distribution. The two types of microwell ar-
rays were compared regarding their capacity to produce homogeneous
spheroids through the analysis of cell aggregate morphology. Three cell
seeding concentrations (0.5 × 106 1 × 106 and 2.5 × 106 cells per
microwell array to hypothetically result in spheroids made of at least
3.048, 6.097 and 15.243 cells) and two different seeding approaches (static
mode or moving in a spiral pattern, both performedmanually) were tested.
In the first seeding approach, both the pipette and themicrowell array were
kept in static mode and seeding was performed in a single point in the cen-
ter of the structure. In the second approach, the pipette was moved follow-
ing a spiral trajectory while dispensing constantly the cells in the microwell
array. In all seeding experiments, cell concentration and viability were an-
alyzed using the trypan blue (0.04%) exclusion method. Once the most ap-
propriate combination between the number of cells per device and the
approach to homogeneously seed the cells was defined, hMSCs and hESCs
spheroids were produced.

To analyze the reproducibility of hMSC spheroids produced in large
quantities withmold device 2, a total of ten independent devices were com-
pared by evaluating the size and morphology of at least 17 spheroids ran-
domly selected every 24 h, from day 1 to 5.

2.6. Monitoring of hMSCs spheroids aggregation and compaction processes

Time-lapsemicroscopywas performed for 54 h using a Nikon Eclipse TI-
Emicroscope (Japan) with an Okolabs environmental control system (37 °C
and 5%of CO2 atmosphere) equippedwith a Prime 95B sCMOS camera and
Lumencor Spectra X Light source to study the formation process of the
spheroids. First, the cells in the inoculumwere stained at room temperature
and in dark conditions for 30 min with the CellTracker™ deep red dye (15
μM in PBS, ref. C34565, Thermo Fischer) and with the Hoechst 33342
nucleic acid stain (15 μM in PBS, ref. H1399, Thermo Fischer) to facilitate
themonitoring of cell movement and fusion. After this, the staining solution
was removed, the cells were washed with PBS, resuspended in culture me-
dium to reach 1×106 cells in 1.5mL and seeded to form spheroids into the
microwell array insert previously conditioned in 1.5mL of culturemedium.
The remaining wells of the 6-well plate were filled with 1.5 mL of PBS each
to avoid drying of the agarose mold during the time-lapse experiment. Im-
mediately after cell seeding, 8 independent microwells chosen randomly
were imaged every 30 min for 54 h using bright field, blue and red fluores-
cent filters to monitor cells marked with Hoechst 33342 staining and cell
Tracker™, respectively.

2.7. Morphology characterization of spheroids produced for 7 days

To evaluate the performance of devices 1 and 2, spheroids of each tested
cell densities (0.5× 106, 1× 106 and 2.5× 106 cells per device) were an-
alyzed after 48 h. All images were taken using an optical microscope with a
4× objective lens and analyzed regarding perimeter, circularity, sphericity
and solidity using the Image J software functions (version 1.53e), while the
diameters were determined manually using Image J.

To validate the versatility of device 2 to produce spheroids of three dif-
ferent cell types (hDPSCs, hMSCs, hESCs), spheroids initiated by the



Table 1
Qualitative parameters comparing different sterile molded microwell arrays obtained with ultrapure agarose (dissolved in NaCl 0.9%, PBS and supplemented culture me-
dium), using different preparation conditions.

Conditions Polymer and sterilization by autoclaving (121 °C, 15′, 1 bar) Autoclaved ultrapure agarose powder

Concentration (% w/v) 2 3

Solution composition 0.9% NaCl PBS 〈MEM with 10% FBS and 1% PEN/STREP

Preparation method Dissolved by mixing and
melting in microwave oven
until about 90 °C

Dissolved by mixing and
heating in
a water bath at 56 °C

Dissolved by mixing and
heating in
a water bath at 37 °C

Results Homogeneity of casted material +++ +++ +++ ++
high volume of foam

+
not fully dissolved

Easily unmolding without rupture +
thin
wall

+++ +++ +++ +
fragile

Integrity of the microwell array (absence of fissures) +
thin
wall

+++ +++ +++ +
thin wall

Quality of the cavities +++ +++ +++ +++ +++
Media leakage through the insert ++ not

observed
not
observed

not observed ++

Stability during manipulation with tweezers after unmolding ++
fragile

+++ ++
slippery

+++ ++
fragile

Stability after 14 days in a cell incubator in the presence of culture medium
(wet, 37 °C, 5% CO2)

+
fragile

+++ ++
slippery

+++ +
fragile
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inoculation of 1 × 106 cells per microwell array were analyzed on day 7.
For that, an automated slide scanner microscope (Nikon Ti-E, Japan) was
used before spheroid harvesting.

2.8. Spheroid viability analysis

The carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester (CFSE) dye (ref 21,888,
Sigma-Aldrich) was used to analyze the viability of hDPSCs spheroids.
Firstly, CFSE was solubilized at 5 mM in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) (ref.
D2650, Sigma-Aldrich) and then diluted 100 times with Dulbecco's
Phosphate-buffered Saline (DPBS) (ref. 14190144, Thermo Fisher). Sixty
7-day spheroids were washed twice with PBS and incubated in the CFSE/
DPBS solution for 5 min in the dark at room temperature. Then, the spher-
oids were washed twice with DPBS, centrifuged (200g, 3 min), and ob-
served in a Leica DM5500B fluorescence microscope coupled with a Leica
DFC345 FX camera (Leica Microsystems CMS, GmbH, Germany).

A Live/Dead assay was performed to analyze the hMSCs viability.
Briefly, sixty 7-day spheroids were washed twice with PBS, then incubated
with a staining solution consisting of 2.5 μM of ethidium homodimer-1
(EthD-1, ref. E1169, Thermo Fisher) and 1 μM of calcein acetoxymethyl
(Calcein AM, ref. c3099, Thermo Fisher) in PBS, for 30 min at 37 °C and
5% CO2 atmosphere. After, the spheroids were washed with PBS and ana-
lyzed with a fluorescencemicroscope (Eclipse Ti-E Nikon, Japan) equipped
with a monochromatic camera (Andor Zyla 5.5 sCMOS, Oxford Instru-
ments, United Kingdom) and a Lumencor Spectra light source.

To monitor hESCs viability, the cells were previously transfected with a
green fluorescent protein (GFP) gene, as described by de Castro et al. [44]
Due to its constitutive and doxycycline-inducible expression, GFP fluores-
cence of transfected cells may have significant utility as a viability assay.
Dark areas indicated loss of GFP fluorescence, demonstrating cell death.
Firstly, doxycycline was added to the medium, in 80% confluent hESCs
monolayer cell cultures, at a final concentration of 1 μg/mL, 48 h before de-
tachment and preparation of the spheroids. Then, sixty 7-day spheroids
were observed in a fluorescence microscope (DM5500B, Leica) coupled
with a camera (DFC345 FX, Leica Microsystems CMS GmbH).

2.9. Immunocytochemistry and metabolic analysis of hDPSCs spheroids

Immunofluorescence analysis was performed to determine the growth
of hDPSCs in spheroids through the use of a proliferating cell nuclear anti-
gen. Sixty 7-day spheroids inoculated at a concentration of 1 × 106 cells
per microwell array were incubated for 60 min in a 3% bovine serum
5

albumin (BSA) solution in 0.1M phosphate buffer at pH7.4, followed by in-
cubation with primary antibody for 4 h at room temperature. The anti-
rabbit PCNA FL261 primary antibody (Santa Cruz, USA) was diluted (1/
500) in a solution containing 1% BSA and 2% Triton X in 0.1 M phosphate
buffer at pH 7.4. After 4 h, the specimens were rinsedwith DPBS for 15min
and incubated with a donkey anti-rabbit Cy3-conjugated secondary anti-
body (Jackson Immunoresearch West Grove, PA, USA) diluted (1/250) in
the same solution used to dissolve the primary antibody. After 45 min at
room temperature under light protection, the spheroids were washed
withDPBS andmountedwith coverslips on aqueous glycerol solution (glyc-
erin and distilled water, 3:1 v/v) containing 4,6′-diamidine-2-phenylindole
dihydrochloride (DAPI, DNA dye, 1:1000, D9542, Sigma-Aldrich) and ob-
served in afluorescencemicroscope (DM5500B, Leica) coupledwith a cam-
era (DFC345 FX, Leica Microsystems CMS GmbH) utilizing rhodamine
(CY3) and DAPI filters.

To analyze cellular metabolic activity, spheroids inoculated at a concen-
tration of 1× 106 cells per microwell array were cultured for up to 7 days.
The culture medium was partially changed every 48 h by replacing one
third of the spent medium with fresh solution. The spent culture medium
aliquots were analyzed regarding pH and afterward, glucose and lactate
quantifications were performed by enzymatic analysis in a multiparameter
bioanalytical system (YSI 7100-06A, YSI, Yellow Springs, OH).

2.10. Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism Software
(8.4.3 version). The Student's unpaired t-test was used to comparemean re-
sults from two independent samples, while for multiple comparisons, the
Tukey's post hoc and ANOVA tests were employed (significance level con-
sidered for p < 0.05). All experiments were performed in at least three bio-
logical replicates. All data are expressed asmean±standard deviation (SD)
values or represented using standard deviation bars on the graphs.

3. Results

3.1. CAD design and mold device manufacture

The Polyjet technology was chosen based on the fact that complex
freeform shapes can be printed in resin directly from a CAD model with
high accuracy [45]. In this work, this technology showed to be appropriate
to print the rigid device containing 164micropillars, with excellent printing
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fidelity (Fig. 2a-c) and satisfactory smooth finishes (Fig. 2d), even when
considering the smaller features of the mold.

The method proved to be also sufficiently flexible to scale-up since the
expansion of the spheroids manufacturing scale depends on the number
of micropillars, which could be increased in two ways. The easiest way is
to maintain a constant number of cavities and increase the number of de-
vices to be used. Another strategy would require an adaptation of the
CADmodel to enlarge both the number of micropillars and the dimensions
of themold device, as a modular approach. In this case, for instance, a mold
device with the dimensions of a Petri dish could be produced to obtain a
massive number of spheroids, depending on the demand.
3.2. Manufacture of micromolded microwell array inserts

Mold device 1 was previously defined to obtain the microwell array in-
serts, and during this development step, a few drawbacks were identified
and addressed. Mold device 2 is the result of all improvements done to ob-
tain a higher volumetric capacity to perform more homogeneous cell
seeding using diluted cell suspensions.

The optimization of the non-adhesive hydrogel composition using dif-
ferent concentrations of ultrapure agarose (dissolved in saline solution,
PBS, or culture medium) was analyzed regarding qualitative parameters
(as compiled in Table 1).

Using 2% agarose solution and mold device 1, thin walls and cracks
were observed in the construct structure and consequently, culturemedium
leakage through the insert (Fig. 2e). Even though the use of mold device 2
partially improved the construct, only combining mold device 2 and aga-
rose 3% solution turned possible to fully overcome these limitations, result-
ing in stable inserts easily manipulated after unmolding and sufficiently
resistant to compression and manipulation using tweezers.

Compression tests were performed to analyze the necessary force to de-
form blocks specimens in 30% (Fig. 2f), to assess if the produced hydrogel
inserts were sufficiently stable to be easily handled (Fig. 2g). When the
microwell array insert was compressed and released by hand, it completely
returned to its initial shape. Lower resistance was observed for gels pro-
ducedwith 2% agarose in 0.9% (w/v) NaCl solution and 3% agarose culture
medium prepared at 37 °C, respectively, 10.1 ± 2.1 and 8.6 ± 2.1 N. The
higher values were detected for 3% agarose solution in 0.9% (w/v) NaCl
and 3% agarose culture medium prepared by heating to 56 °C, equal to
14.2 ± 2.2 and 14.5 ± 1.2 N, respectively.

By visual inspection, the block specimens made of 3% agarose culture
medium prepared at 37 °C were considered homogeneous, but fragile.
Heating only up to 37 °Cwas not enough to completely dissolve the agarose
solution at 3%. Since the last two solutions presented statistically similar
values, 3% agarose solution in 0.9% (w/v) NaCl heating up to 90 °C to en-
sure the complete dissolution of the agarose was chosen due to advantages
related to cost and time required in hydrogel preparation. Thus, combining
mold device 2 and 3% agarose solution in 0.9% (w/v) NaCl allowed
obtaining mechanically stable, easily-handled micromolded microwell
array inserts, with highly defined microstructure and no interconnection
between wells.

We also investigated the stability of the agarose microwell array inserts
during long periods in conditions used for cell culture (immersed in culture
medium at 37 °C and 5%CO2 atmosphere). The results are shown in Fig. 2h.
By measuring the dimensions of the bottom part of the hexagons instantly
after molding and after 2, 14 and 30 days in culture conditions, we ob-
served that the microwell sides did not vary until day 14 (Fig. 2h). Changes
in the microwell dimensions were observed at day 30, when retraction of
the whole structure started to occur in all directions. One possible explana-
tion is that the agarose hydrogel could have undergone mild sol-gel transi-
tion within 30 days at 37 °C [46], losing part of its mass over time.
However, rearrangement of agarose chains could also have contributed to
slightly shrink the overall dimensions while helping tomaintain the general
3D structure of themicrowell array inserts. Nonetheless, when immersed in
culture medium at 37 °C and 5% CO2 atmosphere, the tridimensional
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structure and the physical integrity of the microwell arrays were well-
preserved for at least 14 days.

3.3. Morphology parameters of hDPSC spheroids obtained through mold devices
1 and 2

The performance of the microwell array inserts produced withmold de-
vices 1 and 2 regarding spheroid morphology was compared for 7-day
spheroids obtainedwith three different hDPSC seeding concentrations. Fur-
thermore, the characteristics of spheroids produced at the border and in the
center areas of the microwell array inserts (Fig. 3a) through two cell
seeding approaches (static in a single point at the center or moving in a spi-
ral pattern) were investigated.

For microwell array 1, the static cell seeding approach resulted in larger
spheroids at the border (Fig. 3b, e) in contrast to spheroids produced in the
center, with mean diameters of 288 ± 40 and 179 ± 22 μm, respectively.
Even though the difference was reduced for the spiral cell seeding method
(Fig. 3e), the spheroids produced at the border (270 ± 38 μm) had mean
diameters statistically larger than those produced in the center (174 ± 19
μm). Varying cell numbers during seeding showed no particular effect or
significant differences on final spheroid dimensions at day 7 (Fig. 3c-d).

In the case of microwell array 2, the spheroids from the border and cen-
ter areas were statistically similar in size when produced using the spiral
seeding approach for the three cell seeding densities (Fig. 3h). The change
in the mold device design increased the microwell volume capacity,
allowing for the use of a less concentrated cell suspension. This, in turn, re-
sulted in a more uniform distribution of the cells in all microwells.

On day 7, the spheroids obtained showed mean diameters of 227± 16
μm(border) and 210±18 μm(center) for 0.5×106 cells per insert, 285±
27 μm (border) and 283 ± 24 μm (center) for 1 × 106 cells per insert and
432 ± 33 μm (border) and 392 ± 41 μm (center) for 2.5 × 106 cells per
insert. Thus, themicrowells obtained usingmold device 2 resulted in highly
reproducible spheroids that were statistically similar in all regions of the
microwell insert, differing only by the number of cells seeded (Fig. 3f-h).
Spheroid size analysis performed along cell culture time indicated that
the diameters could be precisely defined, resulting in significant differences
between seeding densities and the final diameter at day 7 (Fig. 3i).

All cell spheroids produced by device molds 1 and 2 presented regular
surfaces, showing solidity index higher than 0.96, and were considered
spherical shaped structures, presenting sphericity index higher than 0.9
(both indexes considering a scale from 0 to 1).

The spheroids were analyzed regarding quality by visual inspection
(Fig. 3j), considering the formation of protuberances, appendices, and sat-
ellite aggregates attached to the spheroid surface. Although the spiral
seeding approach was observed to be slightly better than the static seeding
during the performance analysis of microwell array 1, the presence of low-
quality spheroidswasmore frequently detected in device 1 than in device 2.
This was probably due to the high number of cells dispersed in a small
amount of culture medium in device 1 during cell seeding. After these val-
idation studies, all experiments were performed using microwell array 2
and cell seeding was done in spiral pattern.

To further investigate the applicability of the microwell array 2, three
different cell types were produced with 1 × 106 cells per array, following
the same procedures described above. Homogeneous spheroids were suc-
cessfully produced in all cases, but cell type had a significant influence on
the mean diameters of 7-day spheroids: 501 ± 25 μm for hESC; 253 ± 9
for hDPSCs and 221 ± 17 μm for hMSC. Regarding the sphericity index,
all cell aggregates were considered spherical shaped structures (0.922 ±
0.01 μm for hESC; 0.913 ± 0.02 for hDPSCs and 0.916 ± 0.01 μm for
hMSC, as observed in Fig. 3k).

3.4. Biological activity and morphological comparison between hDPSCs and
hESCs spheroids

Cell viability of 7-day hDPSC and hESC spheroids was investigated.
High cell viability was observed for hDPSC spheroids using the green



Fig. 2. a) General aspect of the mold device; b) lateral view of the mold device; c) detail on the smooth finish of the micropillars array; d) a printed micropillar in detail;
e) structure of saline solution microwell arrays after incubation overnight in culture medium, varying the mold device and 2 and 3% agarose concentrations; f) results on
non-confined compression testing of block specimens made of different agarose solutions, significant differences ***, p < 0.001, *, p < 0.05 and ns, non-significant
differences for p > 0.05, as determined by the Tukey's multiple comparison test; g) When gently compressed by hand, the microwell array insert completely returned to
its initial shape when released, showing adequate performance during manipulation; h) measurements of the major diagonal (blue), side (green) and side to side distance
(red) of the hexagons immediately after demolding and at days 2, 14, and 30 in CO2 cell incubator (10 hexagons of four independent devices were measured; ****,
statistically significant differences p < 0.001, ns, non-significant).
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fluorescent dye CFSE, which is capable of crossing the cell membrane and
covalently binding to intracellular proteins (Fig. 4a). These cells show no
visible signs of nuclei (DAPI, blue) fragmentation (Fig. 4g). Since the
hESC cells were previously transfected with GFP, these cells were not
stained with CFSE. The cells showed to be biologically active, profusely ex-
pressing GFP (Fig. 4b).

Interestingly, evenwhen using the same seeding density (1×106 cells/
insert), the mean diameter of hESC spheroids was around two times bigger
than the average diameter of hDPSC spheroids at day 7 (Fig. 3k) (501± 25
7

μm and 253± 9 μm, respectively). This difference can be more clearly no-
ticed in Fig. 4c. It was also possible to observe a difference in the distribu-
tion of cells in the whole 3D structure of these spheroids. Comparing
Fig. 4a-b, a more tight and compact distribution of cells can be seen in
hDPSC spheroids (Fig. 4a), in contrast with a more spread distribution of
cells in the structure of hESC spheroids (Fig. 4b).

Taken together, these results show that aggregation of hDPSCs and
hESCs cells differs and that the level of association and compaction of
these two cell types to form spheroids might also vary. Finally, with the

Image of Fig. 2
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clear influence of seeding density on spheroid dimension shown in Fig. 3,
these results confirm that spheroid size is also strongly dependent on the
type of cell used.

The volumetric capacity of the inner part of the optimized microwell
array is 1.5 mL, which should be sufficient to be filledwith culture medium
to provide the main carbon and energy sources for the cells, as well as for
maintaining cell homeostasis. To verify that, the metabolic activity of cul-
turing 1 × 106 hDPSC cells per insert for six days regarding consumption
of glucose (Fig. 4d) was monitored. Glucose uptake was considerable,
reaching 57% in the first 48 h when the first medium refresh was per-
formed. However, medium exchange would not be required before 48 h
and the three sequential culture medium changes afterwards assured no
glucose depletion. Since lactate is produced upon consumption of glucose,
its synthesis was also monitored. Significant amounts of lactate were de-
tected throughout the whole culture period (from 0.14 to 0.63 g/L). With
its release, the pH was reduced from 7.32 to 6.5 after 144 h (Fig. 4e), and
a control experiment performed with only culture medium, free of cells,
showed practically no pH variation.

As discussed above, the viability of hDPSC on day 7was high. Neverthe-
less, the amount of lactate detected in the microwell array at this time point
was considerably high. To investigate if the cells were still reproducing at
that point or started to become quiescent, a proliferating cell nuclear anti-
gen (PCNA) assay was performed. As observed in Figs. 4f-h, hDPSC cells
are still in proliferation after 7 days in culture, and despite being closely
packed together, they show high PCNA expression.

3.5. Reproducibility analysis of the production of a large number of hMSC
spheroids

To analyze the reproducibility of the procedures presented herein, a
batch scaled to produce 1640 hMSCs spheroids was performed using 10 in-
dependent microwell arrays inoculated with 0.5 × 106 cells/microwell
array (since 164 spheroids can be easily obtained with one array insert, a
standard 6-well plate yields 984 spheroids, as shown in Fig. 5a).

Using an XY scanning microscope, it was possible to observe that at day
5, all spheroids were precisely kept in their specific seeding positions, even
though culture medium exchange was performed three times and several
handling movements were done with the plate (Fig. 5b). High cell viability
could be detected in hMSCs spheroids using the Live/Dead assay (Fig. 5c),
along with high metabolic activity assessed by the release of high levels of
ATP (data not shown).

The hMSC spheroids obtained in the ten microwell arrays were ana-
lyzed in terms of diameter variation until day 5 (Fig. 5d). High spheroid
size variation was determined immediately after cell seeding (0 h), but
this variation was markedly reduced after 24 h. From 48 h on, the varia-
tions observed were not statistically significant. Since the CAD model was
defined to offer a bottom circumference of 600 μm in diameter in the
micromolded microwell arrays, the cells were able to randomly precipitate
in this confined space, occupying initially approximately the whole area.
The approximately round area occupied by the cells in all ten devices ana-
lyzed at 0 h had a diameter very close to that established in the CADmodel,
showing, therefore, that excellent shape fidelity could be achieved by using
the designed microwell array, however, with some initial size variation.
The mean diameter of the areas occupied by the cells immediately after
seeding in all 10 microarrays was equal to 587 ± 28 μm, varying from av-
erages around 539 to 630 μm, with minimum and maximum values equal
to 467 to 686 μm, respectively.

According to the manufacturer [47], the accuracy range of the 3D
printer used to produce the mold devices is within the range of 100 to
300 μm, and it can vary according to geometry, print size and structure ori-
entation. These values, interestingly, were compatible with the variations
observed for the initial mean diameters of the spheroids. At 24 h, the
mean diameter was reduced to 278 ± 13 μm, and a much lower variation
among the average and individual values for each device was noticed (*,
p < 0.05). At the remaining times, no significant variation was observed
in any case.
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This is relevant evidence of the reproducibility of the method, as even
though the diameter of the cavity may slightly vary during the device
manufacturing, micromolding or demolding procedures (or even if the
cells were deposited in different areas during seeding), the final diameter
of the spheroids at day 5 is reproducible, with very low size distribution.
Moreover, cell seeding had been done manually in this experiment, and
this procedure can be easily automatedwith a robotic dispenser, potentially
resulting in further reduction of size deviations.

3.6. Spheroid formation: aggregation and compaction phases

To elucidate how the aggregation of single cells took place and how fast
this occurred, time-lapse microscopy was performed for 54 h using regular
bright field microscopy (Supplementary Video 1), fluorescent staining with
Hoechst 33342 cell nuclei blue stain (Supplementary Video 2),
CellTracker™ deep red dye (Supplementary Video 3), and merged filters
(Supplementary Video 4) to monitor the cells (representative images at se-
lected time points shown in Fig. 5e and f). Although the staining ensured a
better analysis of the fusion of cells into spheroids (thus avoiding visualiza-
tion of agarose artifacts), the behavior of the individual cells was more
clearly observed through phase-contrast bright field microscopy. The
Hoechst 33342 blue staining was more effective for the visualization of in-
dividual cells, maintaining an intense fluorescence for long periods, while
more diffuse images were obtained with the CellTracker™ red dye, which
stains the cytoplasm.

The analysis of the morphological characteristics of the spheroids over
time shows that two phases can be identified (Fig. 5d). In phase 1, from
0 h to 24 h, fast cell aggregation occurs, and loose cell aggregates start to
be formed. Phase 2 takes place from 24 to 120 h, with this period character-
ized by the transition of aggregates from a looser and elongated structure
(Fig. 5f, at the early hours of the monitoring period, phase 1 < 24 h) to a
more stable and compact one (Fig. 5e, at the final hours of the study period,
120 h).

Spheroids harvested from the microwell array at 72 h (in the middle re-
gion of phase 2) and 120 h (final hour of phase 2) were compared (Fig. 5e).
At 72 h, the hMSC spheroids produced were not completely formed, as can
be noticed by the absence of a resistant outer region, which seemed to act as
an envelope (red arrows, Fig. 5e). This envelope was present in spheroids
harvested from the device at the end of phase 2. Additionally, at 72 h, it
could be observed that the 3D structure of some spheroids dissembled in
smaller aggregates (white arrows, Fig. 5e), and the presence of dispersed
single cells is detected, mostly in the beginning. These facts were not ob-
served at the end of phase 2 (120h), in which the 3D structure integrity of
the spheroids was preserved.

4. Discussion

The purpose of this work was to optimize cost-competitive and custom-
izable mold devices to create microwell array inserts with improved spher-
oid reproducibility from non-adhesive hydrogels. The rigid device molds
created are reusable, and allow the production of a large number of hydro-
gel microwell arrays, which is very attractive in situations in which the re-
producible generation of spheroids with uniform sizes is required in high
throughput mode. As such, two different devices with different designs of
increasing complexity were developed for this purpose.

First, a major modification was done to design the micropillars' geome-
try with a hybrid shape to optimize area usage and overcome some limita-
tions observedwith regular spherical form counterpart alternatives. Several
reasons encouraged us to develop this complex hybrid shape,made of a bot-
tom hexagon pyramidal structure and a top part defined by a semi-sphere.
The regular spherical form commonly reported in the literature [48,49]
tends to shrink due to water loss, compressing the forming spheroids. The
bottom-hexagonal design avoids this problem, because six pillars support
the geometric structure, and therefore, prevent the collapse to the center.
This is relevant during spheroid formation and especially during the har-
vesting step since the spheroids should be easily released from the



Fig. 3. Size andmorphology of hDPSC spheroids obtained inmicrowell arrays 1 and 2: a) border and center areas of the microwell array insert and the two tested cell seeding
approaches; b) spheroids differing in size produced in the border and center of microwell array 1; spheroids with similar size produced in the full area of microwell array 2,
dashed lines represent the frontier between border and center areas; c) diameter variation during 7 day culture of spheroids in microwell array 1 (30 spheroids measured on
each cell seeding); d) solidity and sphericity parameters of 7 day spheroids (30 spheroids measured on each cell seeding) produced with the microwell array 1; e) spheroids
obtained at the border and center ofmicrowell array 1 are statistically different with both cell seeding approaches (****, p< 0.001); f) diameter variation during 7 day culture
of spheroids produced withmicrowell array 2 (30 spheroidsmeasured on each cell seeding); g) solidity and sphericity parameters of 7 day spheroids (30 spheroids measured
on each cell seeding) produced with microwell array 2; h) spheroids obtained at the border and center of microwell array 2 present no statistical differences with both cell
seeding approaches (ns, not significant, p > 0.05); i) aggregation and compaction of hDPSC during 7 days to form spheroids with three different initial cell concentrations;
j) quality analysis of hDPSCs spheroids; k) mean diameters and sphericity index of 7-day spheroids obtained with 106 cells per array of hESC, hDPSC and hMSC cells (20
spheroids measured of each cell type).
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microwells, free of hydrogel residues. Additional handling and risk of con-
tamination may happen when the spheroids are trapped inside the
micromolded hydrogel. Using our device, spheroid harvesting can be easily
performed by simply tilting the micromolded hydrogel at 90° and gently pi-
petting culture medium in the cavities, preventing cell exposure to exces-
sive shear stress normally associated to the need of repetitive fluid
displacement. Even though the top-hexagonal part offers space enough to
do this, the bottom-hemisphere, in which the spheroids are produced, is
closed enough to keep them in place during production. Refreshing of cul-
ture medium can also be easily performed in one step, without the risk of
aspirating the spheroids, which is one of the most frequent complaints
about the methods already available commercially. In addition, the
bottom-hemisphere geometry was chosen over the regular cuspidal base
of hexagonal structures tominimize negative effects on cell aggregate sphe-
ricity.

The regular spherical form also offers a dead space in between the cir-
cumferences in the multiarray micropillar. During cell seeding, a fraction
of the cells could settle there and form tiny spheroids, instead of fully
sedimenting into the microwell array cavities during the inoculation time.
In a late stage, these detained cells grow and may be dragged into the cav-
ities, attaching to the main cell aggregate in formation. As a result, satellite
spheroids, bulges, and appendices anchor to the surface of the spheroid in
formation, negatively affecting the spheroid quality. The hexagonal geom-
etry allows, then, gentle dragging of the cells through the six edges to one or
another cavity proximally located already during cell seeding. Stevens et al.
[50] developed a multi-compartmental platform to produce different
micropatterning from a PDMS substrate. Considering the pyramidal
microwell designed to culture hepatocyte clusters, our findings corroborate
with theirs, in which higher efficiency in cell capture is achieved due to the
lack of dead spaces commonly noticed in spherical geometries. Thus, a sig-
nificant increase in spheroid uniformity is observed, especially regarding
surface characteristics, as well as precise control of cells seeded to result
in useful spheroids.

The production of aggregates using similar non-commercial microwell
arrays has been previously reported [51,52,53,54,55,56]. However, these
systems were implemented through different manufacturing strategies,
such as PDMS molding [53], CNC (computer numerical control) milling
[51,54], microthermoforming [52] photolithography [55] and soft lithog-
raphy [56]. The design of themicropillars' geometry also differ from our ap-
proach. Conventional cylindrical [51,52], spherical [53], conical [54],
squared [55] and corner cubes [56] were often designed. The advantage
of employing a high-resolution 3D Printer herein allowed the development
of a novel complex hybrid shape, made of a bottom hexagon pyramidal
structure and a top part defined by a semi-sphere. This improvement
allowed overcoming limitations frequently observed for the conventional
approaches, allowing the production of more uniform spheroids.

With our strategy, we aimed to obtain a reusable and cost-competitive
microwell array, aiming to offer a positive effect on reproducibility and
scale-up capability. Even though our approach involves the use of a sophis-
ticated manufacturing technology, it is worth to emphasize that with the
notable increase in demand and popularity and significant price reduction,
3D printers can be easily accessed from outsource printing services, or even
leased for seasonal periods. Thus, purchasing a high-resolution printer is
nowadays not mandatory. Considering these circumstances, and especially
because the 3D printer will produce several reusable devices in one step,
our approach is indeed a cost-effective alternative.

A few commercial alternatives are currently available for spheroid pro-
duction based on microwell array systems. Some examples are the
AggreWell™ system from Stemcell Technologies, MicroTissues® 3D Petri
dish from Sigma-Aldrich and the 96-well Spheroid Ultra Low Attachment
Microplates, by Corning. However, these systems are generally disposable
or have limited usage, with the pre-manufactured design of the
microcavities defined by the manufacturer. These are trivial drawbacks
when commercial products are considered. On the other hand, these alter-
natives do not require sterilization, are ready-to-use and often are provided
along with well-defined protocols and cell validation background. Through
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our approach, we focused on offering a reusable material as an alternative,
as well as a low-cost system, since frequently a commercial product will be
usually more expensive than a system developed in-house.

Thus, we focused on the optimization of the device design and the ma-
terials used to produce the hydrogel, as well as the process conditions that
could strongly influence the quality and uniformity of the spheroids ob-
tained. In this sense, a great improvement in the technology was demon-
strated herein when comparing cell seeding and spheroid diameter
obtained using devices 1 and 2. It was noticed that when a highly concen-
trated cell suspension was seeded, the cells tended to instantaneously sedi-
ment in a limited region of the device. The amount of culture medium used
to disperse the high number of cells in device 1 (0.5 mL) is too low to allow
homogeneous distribution of the cells throughout the whole device,
reaching all the 164 cavities. Diluting the cell suspension three times signif-
icantly improved spheroid homogeneity because the larger amount of fluid
phase available (1.5mL in device 2) allowed the formation of a uniform liq-
uid column 5.8 mm in height on top of the 164 microcavities, reducing the
events of localized cell aggregation.

The validation of the device was performed through the cultivation of
different categories of cells, with the main focus on human stem cells
from different sources, two from adults (hDPSC and hMSC) and one from
embryonic origin (hESC). The stem cells chosen show very particular prop-
erties, which allowed us to explore the effectiveness of the device to form
spheroids with great integrity and quality, showing high uniformity and vi-
ability. hDPSC cells, for instance, have a high proliferation rate [57], which
was confirmed in the immunostaining analysis, which showed that the cells
were adapted enough to keep this growth pattern evenwhen being cultured
in aggregates for 7 days. hDPSC and bone marrow-derived MSC are known
for producing large amounts of extracellularmatrix [58], which contributes
to cell-cell contact and improves the level of spheroid compaction in com-
parison to other stem cell types. On the other hand, hESC exhibit a higher
growth rate in vitro, but less extracellular matrix production [44]. In fact,
cell aggregation is driven not only by a spontaneous process of cell-cell in-
teraction [59], but also by the way cells interact with ECM fibers, since the
composition and concentration of ECM molecules may vary depending on
the type of cell [60]. Corroborating this finding, our data demonstrated
that after 7 days in culture, hESC spheroids were two times larger than
hMSC spheroids. Besides, the mean diameter of 7-day old hESC spheroids
(501 ± 25 μm) was very close to the microwell array diameter (600 μm)
defined on the CAD model. It is worth mentioning that practically the
same procedures were used to culture hMSC, hMSC and hESC to produce
spheroids. The only variations were the culture media compositions,
which were specific for each cell type, and the need to coat the T-flasks
with Matrigel® to culture hESC cells. Thus, most probably the intercellular
interactions of hMSC and hDPSC might be tighter and more intense than
those observed for hESC cells.

The aggregation and compaction phases could barely be noticed in
hESC spheroids. On the other hand, these phenomena were more inten-
sively observed in two different stages for hMSC spheroids. The compac-
tion phase 1 can be seen from 0 h to 24 h, in which primary aggregation
of dispersed cells starts, and loose cell aggregates are formed. At this
stage, cadherins, which play a key role in the intercellular interactions,
are overexpressed [60], increasing cell cohesion and stiffness of the ag-
gregates. Phase 2 takes place from 24 to 120 h, when it is possible to no-
tice the transition of aggregates from a looser and elongated structure to
a more rigid, stable, and compact structure [3]. The intercellular inter-
actions of hMSC seem to be intense, as confirmed by the high diameter
reduction observed (from a mean value of 587 ± 42 μm right after the
cell seeding time to 222 ± 28 μm at day 7). As recently reviewed by
Decarli et al. [29], initially, the cells contact each other and aggregate
probably by the action of surface forces and cell migration. With time,
intercellular interaction increases, and molecules associated to cell an-
choring and adhesion, as well as extracellular matrix molecules, are pro-
duced in addition to cadherins (such as integrins, collagen I, and
fibronectins), consolidating the spheroid, which shows a highly
compact structure at the final hours of the study period.



Fig. 4. Biological activity and morphological comparison of hDPSC and hESC 7-day spheroids produced with 1 × 106 cells/insert: a) staining of hDPSC in spheroids with
CFSE (green); b) hESC in spheroids expressing GFP (green); c) aggregation and compaction analysis of hDPSC and hESC 7-day spheroids obtained with the same number
of cells; d) metabolic profile of hDPSC single cells (0 h) during 7 days to form spheroids, based on the consumption of glucose and synthesis of lactate; e) pH of culture
medium before medium exchange for hDPSC spheroids and a control group with the microwell array containing culture medium not inoculated with cells maintained in
the incubator; f-h), proliferating cell nuclear marker (PCNA, red) and nuclei of cells (DAPI, blue) staining assay for hDPSC spheroids.
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During thefirst 24 h, hMSC spheroid compaction, in terms of size reduc-
tion, reached 33% to 52%, depending on the presence or absence of the
dyes (CellTracker™ deep red and Hoechst 33342 blue), respectively. After
48 h, compaction reached 45% and 57%, respectively, and after 54 h,
spheroid dimensionswere further reduced, but in amuch lower proportion,
to about 47% and 59% of their initial sizes. The kinetic behavior of hMSC
cell aggregation and compactionmay have been influenced by the presence
of the dyes, mostly during phase 1. The dyes could have affected cell-cell
and cell-matrix interactions, for instance, or reduced cell motility, slowing
down mostly the initial aggregation steps.

As a whole, the spheroid productionmethod presented herein offers rel-
evant advantages, such as the potential to produce almost a thousand very
uniform spheroids using only six micromolded arrays cast from a single re-
usable Veroclear™ device set in a conventional 6-well cell culture plate. Fur-
thermore, the micromolded arrays are resistant and easily manipulated,
11
allowing simple procedures for culturemedium exchange and safe spheroid
harvesting.

The usefulness of spheroids produced using the method presented
herein was already tested in three preliminary studies. In the first one, it
was observed that the microwell array can be successfully used to generate
large amounts of spheroids at an affordable cost for bioprinting applica-
tions, as these cell aggregates gradually prove to be a more robust building
block for large-size constructs than suspended isolated cells (data not
shown). The second study showed that chondrogenic differentiation, a sen-
sitive process, could be successfully performed on hMSC spheroids pro-
duced using the developed technology (Supplementary Fig. 2 shows the
presence of GAG and collagen II, bothmainmarkers of chondrogenesis). Fi-
nally, in the third exploratory study, hESC spheroids were effectively used
to access neuroprotective and immunomodulatory effects on spinal cord le-
sions (results not shown).

Image of Fig. 4


Fig. 5. Aggregation and compaction phases of hMSC spheroids in the micromolded arrays: a) setting of six arrays in a 6-well plate to produce a total of 984 spheroids per
plate; b) XY scanning microscopy showing 164 spheroids precisely kept in the cavities of one micromolded array at day 5; c) staining of live cells of hMSC 5-day old
spheroids (calcein, Live/Dead assay, green); d) size variation of hMSC spheroids in 10 independent microwell arrays (each of the ten symbols in the graph represents the
mean diameter ± SD of 17 spheroids of that array measured at the specified time). The values provided were calculated considering variation within individual arrays
and between arrays, using Tukey's multiple comparison test (95% CI), with 45 combinations tested per time point to analyze significant differences at each time in
comparison to initial cell aggregate size immediately after seeding (****, p < 0.001) and after 24 h (*, p < 0.05). From 48 to 120 h, the differences in each group are not
statistically significant (ns); e) morphological comparison between spheroids during the transition period in phase 2. At 72 h, spheroids were not completely formed (red
arrow) and some of them disassembled in smaller aggregates when removed from the microwell insert (white arrows). At 120 h, rigid, compact spheroids were observed,
with a resistant outer region enveloping the cell aggregate (red arrow); f) Representative images of time-lapse microscopy analysis performed for 54 h (scale bars equal to
100 μm). Time-lapse videos are available in Supplementary Videos 1-4.
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Overall, the method presented here showed high effectiveness and re-
producibility, which are mandatory to guarantee efficacy and safety re-
quirements during pre-clinical studies and other uses for cell spheroids.
Moreover, the method demonstrated is robust, can be implemented in a
low-cost approach, and offers an alternative to minimize animal usage.

5. Conclusion

By casting amicrowell array insert using a non-adhesive hydrogel to ob-
tain a device with highly regular microcavities we provided a simple, feasi-
ble and affordable method to produce 3D models of human microtissues in
the form of homogeneous spheroids that can be easily implemented in lab-
oratory routine. The results have shown that 3D culturing of hDPSC, hMSC
and hESC yielded a large number of uniform and viable spheroids, useful
for many research and clinical purposes.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.msec.2022.112685.
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